MOTH MUMBLINGS: MID-JULY, 2022
WELCOME
So, the summer has finally arrived after all. A few false starts, but as I write this on 13 th July, the Met Office is
faffing about issuing “heat warnings” (much to the amusement of my European moth friends, who still regard this
small offshore island as a generally cold place). Granted, the weather is getting warmer, but we do seem to be
affected by the Shifting Baseline Syndrome – people over 50 are probably wondering what the fuss is all about, as
this is what summer used to be like! However, the sunshine has brought forth the moths. At last, we are starting
to get relatively decent numbers in moth traps, though again, the shifting baseline syndrome cons younger trappers
into thinking things are all good and well; those who are older remember better times. In the early 1980s, a total
of 100 macros species (just macros) would be expected on a decent night in July (with the micros is equal of
greater number). I am happy to report that these numbers have been achieved by several of us on, approximately,
11th – 13th July, but whilst the heatwave continues by day, the last couple of nights were actually quite cold and
moth numbers plummeted again.

A SELECTION OF MOTHS FLYING NOW
In no particular order, other than the way the bits of paper are stacked on my desk:
Four-spotted Footman Lithosia quadra – a male was caught by Roger Millard in his garden at Letchworth on
12th July.
Bordered Straw Heliothis peltigera is certainly an immigrant on our patch. David Hunt had one at Harpenden
on 26th June 2022 and Roger Morton caught another at Cowley (Uxbridge) on 30 th June 2022, plus I have as yet
unconfirmed informal reports of a couple of others from elsewhere.
There have been multiple reports of The Olive Ipimorpha subtusa from multiple sites across our area since
6th July. This species is present, but normally quite scarce in our two counties so clearly it is doing well this year.
The White-line Dart “Euxoa tritici” is normally rare in our two counties and can be very hard to separate from
Garden Dart Euxoa nigricans; this latter species was last common here in the 1980s but since then has declined
in number and contracted its range to the point where we thought it was lost. To add to the confusion, the Whiteline Dart probably comprises three different species! That said, whatever it is that I am currently calling Whiteline Dart has appeared across Hertfordshire since 6 th July usually as singletons or, at least, in very low number.
These might be immigrants; I welcome good condition specimens for eventual DNA bar-coding; those from
outside our area might belong to a different “species”.
Double Dart Graphiphora augur used to be a regular in my garden in East Ham in the early to mid-1980s, before
I moved to Bishops Stortford. Then, through the 1990s it gradually vanished from the south-east as a whole and
by year 2000 was phenomenally rare and considered potentially absent. Odd examples have turned up in light
traps across our two counties in the last three years, possibly hinting at a return. This year, however, in the second
week of July it has been reported from a good number of light traps across Herts (none yet from Middlesex, but
records are not in yet, of course). A welcome return – look out for it in your garden trap.
The micro Glyphipterix thrasonella was noted at Cowley (Uxbridge) on 15th June 2022 by Roger Morton. The
species is new to Middlesex. There are just five records for Hertfordshire: Cheshunt, 1900 (Boyd), Royston, 1999
(John Chainey), Tewinbury, 1992 (Raymond Uffen), Broxbourne Wood, 2013 (Colin Plant) and Scales Park,
Nuthampstead, 2020 (John Chainey, Jenny Spence, Ted Ponting).
The very rare micro Symmoca signatella, which is a close relative of the three very similarlooking Oegoconia species (caradjai, quadripuncta and deauratella), was recorded historically in The London
Docks” in an unknown year, but probably 19 th century. In 2015, it was recorded in the garden at Buckingham
Palace (Middlesex) and last week, 13th July 2022, Tim Freed found it the garden again.
Kent Black Arches Meganola albula is turning up across all of both Herts and Middlesex vice-counties, from
the border with Buckinghamshire to the customs post at Essex! We believe that it is now resident here, but then

there has also been some immigration activity on the last fortnight, so it is hard to tell. Eventual compilation of
all records might lead to a conclusion so do note them all down in your annual lists.
The primary immigrant Striped Hawk-moth Hyles livornica has been in the insect news recently with much of
southern Britain except us reporting adult moths. We did eventually get one – in the Gubblecote area of Tring on
28th June 2022 (Paula Shipway), but of far greater interest was caterpillars of this species in St Albans. They
were feeding on Berginia and Kniphofia in the Marshalswick area of St Albans on 30th June 2022. The
identification is sound, but Andrew Wood kindly forwarded the images he had received (in THIS moth group we
always like double confirmation of anything unusual, no matter how easy a species may be to recognise). This
discovery implies that there must have been adult moths several weeks earlier in order for eggs to have been laid.
If we can miss such a large and stunning moth as a Striped Hawk, one wonders what else we have been
overlooking!
Box Moth Cydalima perspectalis started to fly this month (first record so far received is from 4 th July).
Interestingly, numbers so far appear lower than might be expected for this pest species.
Raspberry Clearwing Pennisetia hylaeiformis has appeared for the first time this year on 11th July at Harpenden.
David Hunt attracted a male to the pheromone lure in his garden sometime after 19.00 hours.
Lunar Hornet Clearwing Sesia bembeciformis started to fly (well – at least started to come to pheromone lures)
a full two weeks earlier than previous records suggest is normal (though the overall number of records is still
low). Formerly regarded as very much a local species, this attractive moth is coming to pheromone lures in all
sorts of unexpected places – including our gardens! It usually arrives in the morning, before 10.00 hours, but we
only have limited data – do please record attraction time as near as possible.
Sallow Clearwing Synanthedon flaviventris recognition is discussed below. Meanwhile, this species is
supposedly (data from the pre-pheromone lure era) only found in alternate years (the even numbered years). We
had just two reports in 2020 and so we were braced for more this year, 2022 – we weere not disappointed. Is this
species on the increase? Or has it been overlooked? The grapevine tells me that the sudden appearance affects
much of East Anglia as well as us here. Keep the records coming (in your annual lists) and one day we might
discover reality. Timed reports suggest that early afternoon is a good time, but some of the moths recorded might
have arrived earlier. It is important to note, where known, how long it takes clearwing moths to arrive at the
lure. A few seconds implies it is in your garden; a few minutes suggests it is in your street; a few hours
means that the poor thing has flown for miles in the hope of finding a fresh female and is probably not relevant to
your garden’s ecology!
Small Fan-footed Wave Idaea biselata is especially numerous at the moment. It always was so, but over the last
5 or so years both sightings and numbers may have dwindled. Just saying! You will all, of course, be adding
numbers in the appropriate column in your annual lists.
Balsam Carpet Xanthorhoe biriviata is also reported, from 4th July, but the ID is currently not confirmed. It is
likely to be correct, but second brood adults can look confusingly like the Large Dark-barred Twin-spot Carpet
Xanthorhoe quadrifasiata. This latter is on the wing now and is quite a regular at traps in Hertfordshire (no
current data, at 11th July, for Middlesex). We are still working on this record, but it is worth mentioning here just
in case there are any others out there not yet reported to me. County moth recording is a team event!

FOR THE RECORD …
The melanic form (carbonaria) of the Peppered Moth Biston betularia seems to have all but vanished; a less
than scientific analysis of records so far this year suggests 95% of the moths are the typical form and, oddly, none
at all of any kind of intermediate form. This is a complete reversal of the situation 20 years ago. Please annotate
the comments column as appropriate in your annual lists to me.

SALLOW CLEARWING CONFUSION – SORTED!
My apologies for the confusion over this species. It is my task, as County Moth Recorder, to worry about ID
problems so that you don’t have to! Here is what just happened.
Clearwings have always been phenomenally rare – then we invented pheromones lures – suddenly clearwings
were widespread and very common! Hmm …. interesting! However, the Sallow Clearwing appears to be the

exception, with extremely few modern reports. Oddly, this year (2022) we have multiple reports. Naturally, as the
species is generally unfamiliar, one checks in “the book”, and this is where the trouble starts. I have always said
that one should use more than one book to learn about moths. After all, a book is just one author’s opinion or at
best (in the case of encyclopaedic works with multiple authors) a summary of current perception (I use the word
perception deliberately; if you want reality then you need to read the peer-reviewed scientific journals where proof
of any conclusion is also presented in the original papers that generate material for subsequent books!). It was
interesting therefore to find small “discrepancies” between texts on the same species by different authors. Alarm
bells started ringing in my very small brain: if rare moths were actually common all the time and we simply
couldn’t work out how to find them then why should we believe that the British Checklist includes all the
clearwings in Britain? Could we have overlooked any? Has anyone (other than Ian Gamble, whose efforts with
continental lures in Berkhamsted are most praiseworthy), specifically taken foreign pheromone lures out into the
wider countryside to see what is attracted? I digress … a careful review of the literature available does reveal
some variation and most notably it is apparently possible for some fresh examples of Currant Clearwing to have
yellow scales on the underside of the abdomen. Without doubt th eOrange-tailed Clearwing has a pale venter as
well. This was the source of the current confusion: The Sallow Clearwing is called “flaviventris” – which means,
of course, “yellow belly”.
It seems that variation is very rare, though we should not totally ignore it. It is clear that the clearwings we
are currently catching with yellow-coloured abdominal segments 4, 5 & 6 on the underside will be Sallows. You
should look for confirmatory characters please: The top of the thorax must be entirely black (Currant has yellow
at the sides above the wing bases). Hind leg of Sallow, from above, has the femur entirely clack and both the tibia
and tarsus yellow (a few dark scales may be present at the sides and underneath, but directly from above it is all
yellow). Currant Clearwing has a black hind femur with a yellow tip and the tibia & tarsus are a mix of black and
yellow. Other characters may overlap and so are not regarded as confirmatory (e.g., both have yellow underside
to the palps).
I have reviewed specimens and images sent to me as Sallow and I can now report that they are all correct – without
exception. I will contact individual recorders very soon, but if you sent me photos or specimens of Sallow
Clearwing in the last two weeks, you can now regard this as confirmation that your IDs are correct.

REPORT OF OUR FIELD TRIP TO OXHEY
It is unfortunate that this trip took place just before the decent summer weather arrived, but in spite of this a jolly
good time was had by all. We ran a couple of lights in the garden and a couple more in Oxhey Woods, which are
separated from the garden only by a wire fence. The enormous cardboard box full of moth pots, provided by our
host Paul Williams proved slightly over-ambitious, but we didn’t do so bad given the recent spell of poor weather.
In between moths we enjoyed tea and coffee on the lawn with a range of “eats” superbly prepared by Angela
Williams plus, of course, much interesting moth-based conversation. The list follows – alphabetic order (which
I suspect may please some of you!):
Acentria ephemerella
Acrobasis repandana
Aleimma loeflingiana
Anania hortulata
Ancylis achatana
Archips xylosteana
Black Arches
Blastobasis lacticolella
Bright-line Brown-eye
Brimstone
Buff Arches
Buff Footman
Carcina quercana
Cataclysta lemnata
Chrysoteuchia culmella
Clay
Clouded Border
Common Emerald
Common Footman

Common Wainscot
Common Wave
Common White Wave
Crambus lathoniellus
Cydalima perspectalis
Dark Arches
Double Square-spot
Dun-bar
Eana incanana
Elephant Hawk-moth
Endotricha flammealis
Endrosis sarcitrella
Eudonia lacustrata
Flame Shoulder
Garden Carpet
Heart and Club
Heart and Dart
Hedya nubiferana
Hofmannophila pseudospretella
Least Carpet
Leopard Moth
Mottled Beauty
Mottled Pug
Notocelia uddmanniana
Oak Hook-tip
Oak Nycteoline
Oegoconia quadripuncta
Pandemis heparana
Peppered Moth
Phycita roborella
Pterophorus pentadactyla
Purple Bar
Pyrausta purpuralis
Riband Wave
Scarce Footman
September Thorn
Setaceous Hebrew Character
Shoulder-striped Wainscot
Smoky Wainscot
Spilonota ocellana
Teleiodes luculella
Tortrix viridana
Udea olivalis
Uncertain
Vine's Rustic
Willow Beauty
Yponomeuta evonymella

LIQUORICE PIERCER CONSERVATION PROPOSAL
The Liquorice Piercer (Grapholita pallifrontana) is rare nationally. It is known from just one place in
Hertfordshire (none at all in Middlesex) and one site in adjacent Cambridgeshire. The distribution faithfully
reflects that of the caterpillars’ foodplant – Wild Liquorice Astragalus glyciphyllos. Weirdly, both sites are owned
by the same landowner. A second Hertfordshire site for the foodplant is at Tingley Wood, on the border with
Bedfordshire, but we have been unable to find the moth here. There are half a dozen sites for the moth in
Bedfordshire – again following the foodplant distribution.

The Hertfordshire site is not in any way threatened, but it is, inevitably, vulnerable (e.g., to grass fire).
Nevertheless, with the full cooperation of and support from the landowner, we propose to attempt to establish new
populations of the moth in the county. This will be done in two stages – first the foodplant and then the moth.
We are now in desperate need for volunteers:
1: Soil testing
I need someone to undertake basic soil analysis at the Donor site near Puckeridge and two potential receptor sites
near Watton-at-Stone and Wallington. Soil pH is a basic requirement, but I would also be keen to get values for
NPK. Additionally, I want small diameter core samples so we can assess the depth of the soil and its composition
(including sedimentation of particles in the upper layer).
Is this you? Do you know a student in need of a project (which I can easily widen to allow academic requirements
to be reached). Please contact me (colinwplant@gmail.com) immediately.
2: Seed harvesting
I need a botanist to harvest ripe seed from the site at Puckeridge. Some care will be needed as the caterpillar feeds
inside the seed pod. Ripe seeds only will be collected and remaining pods will be left on site. I have no idea when
the seeds might be ripe; could be August? Things is early this year, of course!
Is this you? Or do you know someone? Student looking for a project? A. N. Other? Please contact me
(colinwplant@gmail.com) immediately.

BRAIN OVERLOAD
I have just (in the last 5 minutes) taken delivery of a complimentary copy of a new book on moths - The
Gelechiidae of North-west Europe by Keld Gregersen & Ole Karsholt. Huge thanks to the authors and to my
friends at the Norwegian Entomological Society for this most generous gift. It is a massive tome – 940 pages of
hardbound pleasure covering 269 species! It looks to be excellent –in the next “Mumblings” I hope to be able to
comment on its suitability for “the ordinary moth hunter. It is £110, but looks like being worth every Brexit Penny.
For the present, it is just making me feel very small, realising how little knowledge I really have!
********************************
That’s all I can think of for now.
Enjoy!
Colin
*****************************
Colin W. Plant
Herts & Middlesex Counties Moth Recorder
14 West Road
Bishops Stortford
Hertfordshire
CM23 3QP
Landline: (after midday only or I promise to throw my toys out of the pram if I didn’t get to bed before 6am ): 01279 507697
E-mail: colinwplant@gmail.com
*****************************

